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By Sandra Brown

Vision. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Mass Market Paperback. 528 pages. Dimensions: 6.7in. x
4.1in. x 1.2in.Bellamy Lyston was only 12 years old when her older sister Susan was killed on a
stormy Memorial Day. Bellamys fear of storms is a legacy of the tornado that destroyed the crime
scene along with her memory of what really happened during the days most devastating moments.
Now, 18 years later, Bellamy has written a sensational, bestselling novel based on Susans murder.
Because the book was inspired by the tragic event that still pains her family, she published it under a
pseudonym to protect them from unwanted publicity. But when an opportunistic reporter for a
tabloid newspaper discovers that the book is based on fact, Bellamys identity is exposed along with
the family scandal. Moreover, Bellamy becomes the target of an unnamed assailant who either
wants the truth about Susans murder to remain unknown or, even more threatening, is determined
to get vengeance for a man wrongfully accused and punished. In order to identify her stalker,
Bellamy must confront the ghosts of her past, including Dent Carter, Susans wayward and reckless
boyfriend -- and an original suspect in the murder case. Dent, with this...
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A brand new e-book with an all new perspective. It typically fails to cost an excessive amount of. I am e ortlessly can get a satisfaction of reading a
composed book.
-- Tur ner  B a yer-- Tur ner  B a yer

A brand new e book with a new perspective. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
advised this publication to find out.
-- Ha ilee Ha hn IV-- Ha ilee Ha hn IV
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